Nonaccidental properties (NAPs) are image properties that are invariant over orientation in depth and are distinguished from metric properties (MPs) that can change continuously with variations over depth orientation. To a large extent NAPs allow facile recognition of objects at novel viewpoints. Two match-tosample experiments with 2D or 3D appearing geons assessed sensitivity to NAP vs. MP differences. A matching geon was always identical to the sample and the distractor differed from the matching geon in either a NAP or an MP on a single generalized cone dimension. For example, if the sample was a cylinder with a slightly curved axis, the NAP distractor would have a straight axis and the MP distractor would have an axis of greater curvature than the sample. Critically, the NAP and MP differences were scaled so that the MP differences were slightly greater according to pixel energy and Gabor wavelet measures of dissimilarity. Exp. 1 used a staircase procedure to determine the threshold presentation time required to achieve 75% accuracy. Exp. 2 used a constant, brief display presentation time with reaction times and error rates as dependent measures. Both experiments revealed markedly greater sensitivity to NAP over MP differences, and this was generally true for the individual dimensions. The NAP advantage was not reflected in the similarity computations of the C2 stage of HMAX, a widely cited model of later stage cortical ventral stream processing.
1. Introduction
Objectives and background
When a 3-dimensional object is rotated in depth with respect to the viewer, its 2-dimensional projection changes continuously: contours change in length, curved contours vary in degree of curvature, and the aspect ratio of parts vary. Nonetheless, humans and macaques are capable of recognizing objects, even novel ones, under a rotation from just a single view (e.g., Biederman & Gerhardstein, 1993; Logothetis et al., 1994) . A presumed basis for this capacity for overcoming the ''inverse optics problem'' -that any retinal image could be produced by an infinity of objects -is what Lowe (1985) termed nonaccidental properties (NAPs). NAPs are image properties that are invariant over orientation in depth, such as whether a contour is curved or straight, save for rare ''accidental'' viewpoints, as when a curve projects a straight contour. NAPs are distinguished from metric properties (MPs), which are properties that can vary continuously with depth orientation, such as degree of curvature or aspect ratio. More generally, Amir, Biederman, and Hayworth (2011) noted that dimensions of shape can be regarded as extending from a singular or zero value (e.g., a straight contour with 0 curvature or parallel contours with a 0 angle of convergence) to an infinity of nonsingular values (e.g., curves and non parallel contours). Ignoring accidental viewpoints, as orientation in depth is varied, a singular value remains singular, and a non-singular value will vary but remains non-singular. The difference between singular and nonsingular values will always be nonaccidental but the difference between two nonsingular values will be metric. Lowe noted that relying on nonaccidental properties can allow a vision system to represent the environment in a less view-dependent manner.
1.2. Prior research comparing sensitivity of NAPs and MPs 1.2.1. Discriminating depth-rotated objects Biederman and Gerhardstein (1993) and documented the enormous advantage in same-different matching of novel depth-rotated objects if the objects could be distinguished by NAPs compared to those that were just distinguished by MPs. This also held true in basic-level name priming. For unfamiliar objects resembling bent paper clips differing only metrically (i.e., in the angles of attachment between the five wires) from their distractors, tens of thousands of trials were required for macaques to learn to discriminate such objects at novel viewpoints (Logothetis et al., 1994) . In contrast, the monkeys evidenced instant viewpoint invariance when discriminating among a set of objects (unfamiliar to them) that differed in NAPs such as a teapot and model airplane. Humans also need repeated trials to achieve view invariance for novel wire-frame objects (Edelman & Bülthoff, 1992) . These rotation costs could be virtually eliminated by replacing one of the wires by a distinctive geon, such as a wedge, thus documenting that it was not the unfamiliarity of these stimuli but their lack of distinguishing NAPs that was responsible for their strong viewdependence (Biederman & Gerhardstein, 1993 ).
Need for a resolution function in distinguishing NAPs and MPs
The slight rotation costs that were sometimes observed in these studies when distinguishing NAPs were present could be attributable to self-occlusion or near accidents of viewpoint rendering it difficult to resolve the distinguishing NAPs. Such effects were likely involved in the Tarr et al. (1998) of the discrimination of single geons under rotations in depth. Tarr et al. did not compare differences in NAPs and MPs but only that the matching showed a non zero cost, a cost that was also reported by Gerhardstein (1993, 1995) . Biederman and Gerhardstein showed that such costs were, indeed, associated with near accidents of viewpoint when resolution of a critical feature, for example, whether an axis was straight or curved, was reduced to a small detail. (Biederman (2000) notes other factors in the Tarr et al. matching experiments, some also present in the Biederman and Gerhardstein experiments, that could have artifactually contributed to the apparent costs of rotation.)
Although singular values remain singular under rotation in depth, a resolution function must be posited to account for (a) scale effects, and (b) MP measures that are close to zero (King et al., 1976 ; see also Kukkonen et al., 1996; Wagemans et al., 2000) . If classification depends on whether a contour has, for example, zero vs. some non zero value of curvature and the rotation of the object produced foreshortening so that only a few pixels of that contour are visible (rendering the perception of its curvature difficult), then costs in performance might be expected while the singularity of the contour is resolved. Similarly, when the value of a contour is close to singular, e.g., one with very low curvature, costs might, again, be expected as more time/attention is required to determine the value of curvature (Biederman, 1987) . In ambiguous cases, there does appear to be a bias toward singular values. King et al. (1976) reported such biases when discriminating shapes with modest non-zero measures, such as a departure from parallelism or symmetry. When such shapes are rotated in depth, they tend to be interpreted as parallel or symmetrical, as illustrated by the classic trapezoidal window demonstration. These authors theorized that given a range of uncertainty as to the true slant of a surface, if an image projected by an asymmetric object could be produced by a symmetrical object at another (inaccurate) slant value within the range of uncertainty, then the shape is perceived to be symmetrical (at the inaccurate slant). This bias appeared to be ''cognitively impenetrable'' in that full knowledge of the true shape of the object did not appear to diminish the bias (as is evident with the trapezoidal window).
NAP-MP comparisons for individual generalized cone dimensions
The aforementioned studies, although documenting a benefit of NAPs in overcoming the costs of view changes, did not directly compare sensitivity to differences in NAPs vs. MPs. study matched MP-NAP performance at zero orientation disparity but to do so the MP image differences had to be made greater than the NAP differences according to the Lades et al. (1993) Gabor-jet model (described below), a model based on V1 simple cell filtering that predicts psychophysical dissimilarities of metric variations almost perfectly (Yue et al., 2012) .
A physiological comparison of NAP-MP sensitivity was performed by Kayaert, Biederman, and Vogels (2003) in their study of single unit modulation (i.e., absolute change of firing, up or down) in macaque IT. The NAP-MP differences were equated according to pixel energies, a measure that for compact stimuli correlates almost perfectly with the Gabor similarity metric. When NAP and MP image differences were equated according to pixel energy (or even when the MP image differences were more than twice the size of the NAP differences), there was greater absolute modulation to the NAP differences. Greater NAP than MP sensitivity was also witnessed in two other single-unit studies Vogels et al., 2001) .
Two behavioral studies documenting greater sensitivity of MP to NAP differences with geons were reported by Lazareva, Wasserman, and Biederman (2008) in pigeons and humans, and Biederman, Yue, and Davidoff (2009) who reported that the Himba, a people with minimal contact with simple developed-world artifacts, exhibited NAP sensitivities that were comparable to students from Los Angeles. The NAP advantage held up over a wide range of physical image similarities. A potential confounding factor in these two behavioral studies (but not in Kayaert, Biederman, and Vogels (2003) ) in assessing the role of individual shape dimensions was that some of the comparisons differed in the availability of local features. For example, comparing a brick with a straight axis to a cylinder with a curved axis, introduces, in addition to the curvature of the sides of the cylinder, local features (the fork and arrow vertices) that are present in the brick but not the cylinder. Additional evidence for increased sensitivity to NAPs was obtained for 4-dot stimuli and quadrilaterals, in which increased sensitivity was observed to non-linear transformations that affect NAPs (such as parallelism and co-linearity), compared to affine transformations that preserve NAPs (Kukkonen et al., 1996; Wagemans et al., 2000) . With respect to perceptual organization, Feldman (2007) showed an increased tendency to perceptually group pairs of edges when they are related by NAPs such as parallelism or co-linearity.
The developmental literature suggests that the sensitivity to NAPs increases with age (Abecassis et al., 2001; Ons & Wagemans, 2011) but is already evident in infancy. Thus infants transfer adaption for one triangle to another with a different aspect ratio, i.e. an MP difference, but not to a trapezoid that is equally different physically from the first triangle (Kayaert & Wagemans, 2010) . However, what is missing from the developmental literature is, again, a study comparing sensitivity to NAP vs. MP changes along the same GC dimensions (which the last two studies did not examine), and employing a proper control for physical differences (which the first two studies lacked).
Finally, there is considerable evidence that when humans are engaged in discriminating among similar subordinate level entities, they search for distinguishing nonaccidental differences (e.g., Biederman & Shiffrar, 1987; O'Kane et al., 1997) .
Goals of the present investigation
The present investigation expanded on previous research on the relative psychophysical sensitivity to NAP vs. MP shape differences by assessing the sensitivity to NAPs vs. MPs on a match-to-sample task over individual generalized cone (GC) dimensions where the physical similarity of the NAP and MP differences were equated for each dimension. Previous studies either assessed NAP and MP sensitivity: (a) over a set of GC differences where the specific comparisons could be over different GC comparisons, e.g., the NAP difference could be of axis curvature but the MP difference could be over degree of taper of the sides with only the overall mean of the NAP-MP differences equated with respect to physical similarity (as in Biederman, Yue, and Davidoff (2009)) or (b) the NAP-MP differences were equated behaviorally (as in ) at 0°(to assess rotation costs) which meant that the MP differences at 0°were more dissimilar than the NAP differences.
We note that the GC dimensions themselves are decidedly not arbitrary, insofar as there is considerable evidence that the tuning of macaque IT cells in shape sensitive areas are almost totally described by independent coding of GC dimensions (Kayaert, Biederman, Op de Beeck, & Vogels, 2005) . As expected from such independent coding, highly efficient selective attention to a GC dimension is readily manifested so that variation in an irrelevant GC dimension has no effect on performance in discriminating a relevant dimension (Lescroart et al., 2010) . Lescroart et al. (2010) demonstrated that in a texture segregation task the sensitivity to generalized cone dimensions was spontaneously manifested in a population (the Himba of Northwestern Namibia) with minimal exposure to the simple developed-world (''geonic'') artifacts. The magnitude of the benefit from selective attention of the Himba was equivalent to that manifested by their artifact-immersed subjects from Los Angeles.
Whereas prior assessments of NAP-MP sensitivity employed standard RT paradigms (which were also run in Exp. 2), the present investigation measured threshold using a staircase procedure for stimulus presentation durations for each individual dimension. The stimuli were either 3D rendered volumes or 2D silhouettes. Last we assessed whether a popular model (HMAX) of ventral pathway processing expressed the obtained greater sensitivity of NAP compared to MP differences.
General methods

Objectives and general design
Two match-to-sample experiments assessed the sensitivity to NAPs vs. MPs. Both employed a display in which three geons were presented in a triangular array ( Fig. 1 ) with one geon (the sample) on top and two potential matching geons below, with the correct matching shape identical to the sample. The shapes on a given trials were all 3D rendered line drawings or their 2D appearing silhouettes. The assessment of NAP vs. MP sensitivity was accomplished by having the distractor shape differ in either a NAP or an MP from the matching (and sample) shape. The match-to-sample task eliminates the criterion effects that arise in a same-different task when subjects have to adopt a criterion as to whether two stimuli are the same or different. Such criterion effects can readily lead to significant below-chance performance when stimuli are highly similar. Minimum performance in the match-to-sample task is at chance.
Exp. 1 employed a staircase design in which the exposure duration of the display was varied separately for different NAP-MP shape comparisons for individual subjects to determine the threshold duration required to achieve 75% accuracy. Exp. 2 used a standard reaction time (RT) paradigm in which the display was presented for a fixed, brief duration (.75 s) and RTs and error rates were recorded.
Stimuli and design
The stimuli (Fig. 2) were the same as those used in the Kayaert, Biederman, and Vogels (2003) single unit study. They were 2D or 3D single geons 1 in which a shape dimension, such as the curvature of the axis, was altered from a singular (e.g., straight axis) to two levels of non singular values (slightly curved axis and very curved axis) 1 Geons are a partition of the set of generalized cylinders (GCs). A GC can be described as the volume produced by sweeping a cross section along an axis. A cross section that is a circle will generate a cylinder; a rectangle will produce a brick. The axis might be curved or the cross section might vary in size (so the sides will no longer be parallel) as it moves along the axis, to produce a cone (if a circle cross section expands), a sphere or lemon (if it expands or contracts), or an hourglass (if it contracts then expands). When the cross section varies in size, it can end as truncated, curved, or to a point-image variations distinguished by NAPs of the contours and vertices. The cross section can be a 1D (a line), in which case the geon will be 2D, such as a rectangle or triangle.
resulting in three geons per set. We refer to the geon with the intermediate value as the base geon. Kayaert et al.'s assessment of NAP-MP sensitivity in IT cells was accomplished by comparing the activity to a base geon, with a small nonsingular value, such as a cylinder with a slightly curved axis, to either a cylinder with a straight axis (singular value, thus a NAP difference) or one with a more highly curved axis (another nonsingular value, thus an MP difference).
The match-to-sample task is designed to capture that same variation by having the sample always with a small nonsingular value and the distractor either with a singular value (NAP difference) or a greater nonsingular value (MP difference). The objects subtended 2.5-5°of visual angle in height, and 2-3°in width. The variance in geon size stemmed from the original (Kayaert et al., 2003) design in which the geons could be a part of a two-geon object. Images can be downloaded from http://geon.usc.edu/~ori/VogelsShaded124.html (3D-rendered) and http://geon.usc.edu/~ori/VogelsSil124.html (silhouettes). Fig. 2 shows an example for each of the dimensions used in the experiment. Each set (row) depicts the manipulation along a single geon dimension, with the Base stimuli (middle) slightly more dissimilar (by measures of pixel energy change) from the MP variant (right) than the NAP variant (left). The stimuli were composed of 22 sets for which the following GC dimensions were manipulated: Main Axis Curvature (four sets): the main axis of the basic shape increased in curvature for the MP, and became straight for the NAP (Fig. 2a) . Taper (three sets): the basic shape had a cross section that expanded continuously along the main axis. The angle of expansion was larger for the MP, and zero for the NAP, resulting in parallel sides (Fig. 2b) . Positive Curvature (one set): the sides of the geon curved outwards along the main axis of the basic shape, with a higher degree of curvature for the MP, and zero curvature, or straight sides, for the NAP (Fig. 2c) . Negative Curvature (two sets): same as positive curvature, but the sides curved inwards instead of outwards (Fig. 2d) . Convergence to Vertex (three sets): the NAP version was a cone with sides converging to a point (an L-vertex); the basic shape appeared truncated with a curved contour separating the sides (so that they did not meet in a single vertex), and the MP version was an elongation of the edge separating the sides (the manipulation preserve the orientation of sides relative to the base; Fig. 2e ). Cross Section (nine sets): the shape of the cross section was changed from base to NAP (e.g. a circular vs. square cross section) the change from Base to MP was in aspect ratio (Fig. 2f) . Cross Section was only manipulated in Exp. 2 (Exp. 1 thus used only the 13 sets not manipulating Cross Section). Each of the sets had a 3D-rendered and silhouetted depictions, except for 1 of the Taper sets and 1 of the Cross Section sets, which only had a 3D-rendered depiction.
Scaling stimulus dissimilarity
To compare the sensitivity of NAP vs. MP shape in a principled manner, it is necessary to scale the physical image differences. We selected two measures to reflect similarities as they would be approximated at early stages of visual processing: (a) pixel energy as a measure of retinal similarity, which was used by Kayaert, Biederman, and Vogels (2003) and (b) Gabor wavelets as a measure of V1's multiscale and multioriented filtering. For compact stimuli, these measures are highly correlated (Yue et al., 2012) . We then assessed (Section 5.2) whether HMAX C2, a highly cited measure of later stage ventral pathway processing (i.e., IT or LOC), (Mutch & Lowe, 2008; Serre, Oliva, & Poggio, 2007) would reflect the behavioral sensitivities, i.e., given that NAP differences were more readily detected than MP differences, would HMAX C2 produce greater dissimilarities for the NAPs?
The Gabor wavelet measure was computed by the Gabor-jet model, a multiscale, multiorientation model of V1 simple-cell filtering developed by Lades et al. (1993) . The parameters and implementation followed those used by Xu et al. (2009) which can be downloaded at http://geon.usc.edu/GWTgrid_simple.m. Gabor wavelets correlate almost perfectly with psychophysical similarities as assessed by match-to-sample performance when discriminating metrically varying faces or novel blobs (Yue et al., 2012) .
Images were scaled so that the physical difference (as assessed by both Pixel and Gabor measures) between the Basic Shape and MP was equal or slightly greater than those between the Basic Shape and NAP, for each of the sets used. To the extent to which there were size differences, these differences were equal or slightly greater for the MP than for the NAP differences.
General procedure
Participants sat in a dimly lit room approximately 50 cm from a 19 00 Apple iMac screen with a refresh rate of 85 Hz. Stimuli were displayed and responses were recorded with Psychophysics Toolbox (Brainard, 1997; Kleiner, Brainard, & Pelli, 2007; Pelli, 1997) running under Matlab (The MathWorks, Natick, MA). The matchto-sample array was counterbalanced such that on half the trials the matching stimulus was the Basic geon, and in half either its NAP or MP variant. Participants responded by pressing the 'M' key on the keyboard if the matching image was on the right (which it was on half of the trials), and 'Z' if it was on the left. A beep sound was played whenever a response was in error.
Experiment 1: staircase threshold design
To assess the sensitivity to differences in NAPs vs. MPs, we used the 13 sets of stimuli (excluding the Cross Section sets) and the match-to-sample procedure as described above. The dependent variable was the 75% accuracy threshold for presentation time.
Participants
Twenty-six students from the University of Southern California (20 females), ages 18-22, participated for course credit.
Stimuli and procedure
The performance measure was the presentation duration of the display, required to achieve 75% accuracy in the match-to-sample task. The presentation durations were estimated separately for each dimension based on all previous trials for that dimension using the Quest procedure (Watson & Pelli, 1983) as implemented in the Quest package of Psychtoolbox (Brainard, 1997) running under MATLAB. The parameters were: initial threshold [''threshold guess''] = 750 ms; estimated threshold SD [''threshold guess SD''] = .5; desired percent correct [''pThreshold''] = .75; beta = 3.5; delta = .03; gamma = .49; and the statistic used to estimate the ideal presentation time was the quantile of optimal order as computed by Quest [$.5] and as recommended in Pelli (1987) . On the first run, the presentation duration, which started at 750 ms, was adjusted based on performance in all trials regardless of condition or set. The final estimate of the first run (based on 192 trials) was then used as the initial estimate (''threshold guess'') for each of 50 50 threshold values were computed based on 56 trials in which the particular configuration appeared -well above the 40 trials recommended for QUEST. All statistical analyses were done on those measures, across subjects, using MATLAB and SPSS.
Results
When the distractor differed from the matching stimulus in a NAP, overall presentation times required to reach 75% accuracy were markedly shorter than when the objects differed in an MP. This trend was observed in all 26 subjects, with an average of 263 ms for NAPs and 412 ms for MPs, F(1, 25) = 135.3, p ( .001. Silhouettes required slightly longer presentation times, M = 348 ms, than the 3D Rendered versions, M = 327 ms, F(1, 25) = 5.61, p < .05. The interaction between NAP-MP and Depiction fell short of significance, F(1, 25) = 1.96, ns. Fig. 3 presents results for the individual dimensions. There was a significant main effect of dimension, F(4, 23) = 83.64, p < .001, however, not much can be concluded from this main effect, as different sets of shapes varied in the degree of physical difference, which was only equated, within set for NAP and MP variations. The interaction of the NAP advantage and Dimension was significant, F(4, 23) = 48.7, p < .001, indicating there were some differences in the magnitudes of the NAP advantage among the dimensions. Specifically, the Negative Curvature and Convergence to Vertex dimensions showed no NAP advantage. For the case of Convergence to Vertex, we did obtain, in Exp. 2, greater accuracy for NAP compared to MP differences. These results of Exp. 2, in conjunction with the observation that in the current Exp. 1, the shortest presentation times were required to reach 75% accuracy threshold for this dimension (see Fig. 3 ), suggest that the null result may be reflecting a ceiling effect. The lack of a NAP advantage for Negative Curvature results was likely due to the much larger physical difference for MPs than NAPs in that condition.
Experiment 2: reaction time paradigm with a constant exposure duration
Exp. 1 clearly established that NAP exposure duration thresholds were lower than MP thresholds. Would this performance advantage obtain with a standard reaction time paradigm in which the exposure duration is sufficiently long to insure that the stimuli are well above threshold and subjects are instructed to respond ''as fast and as accurately'' as possible.
Participants
Twenty students (18 females), ages 18-21, were recruited from the University of Southern California Psychology Department Subject Pool. They received course credit for their participation. None participated in Exp. 1.
Procedure
Participants performed the same match-to-sample task as in Exp. 1, except that the presentation time was fixed at 750 ms, followed by a blank screen. Participants had 1500 ms. to respond from the onset of the trial. In addition to the 13 sets of stimuli tested in Exp. 1 (each varying along one of the dimensions: Main Axis Curvature, Taper, Positive Curvature, Negative Curvature or Convergence to Vertex), we used an additional nine sets in which Cross Section Shape was manipulated (see Fig. 1 ). As in Exp. 1, both 3D rendered and silhouette versions of each set were tested, so that each participant, following a short practice run (84 trials) that was not included in the data analysis, completed 15 Runs of 168 trials each. Other aspects of the subject selection and procedure were the same as those in Exp. 1.
Results
As shown in Fig. 4 , participants were more sensitive to NAP than MP differences as reflected in lower error rates and shorter RTs, M = 33.6% (475 ms) for NAP trials vs. M = 37.6% (482 ms) for MP trials, F(1, 19) = 46.71, p < .001 for errors and 23.24, p < .001 for RTs. The small NAP advantage of 7 ms was reliable for RTs because 18/20 subjects had shorter RTs for the NAP differences. (19/20 subjects had lower error rates for the NAP trials.) There was a significant interaction between Depiction type and NAP-MP condition such that the greater sensitivity for NAPs was larger for the 3D rendered versions, as reflected in error rates, F(1, 19) = 22.47, p < .001, although it was highly significant for both versions (Fig. 4) . The NAP advantage did not interact with Depiction type RTs: F < 1. There was an advantage for rendered images over silhouettes, although this effect fell short of significance, for both errors, F(1, 19) = 2.9, p = .104, and RTs, F(1, 19) = 3.38, p = .082. Fig. 3 . Quest estimated presentation-duration 75% accuracy thresholds, in ms, for 3D Rendered (Rend3D) and Silhouettes (Sil) for the overall mean of the 13 sets used in Exp. 1(panel a) and the five independent dimensions (panels b-f, as labeled).
Ã p < .05, ÃÃ p < .01, ÃÃÃ p < .001). Error bars are the standard errors of the mean with the between subjects variance removed.
Results for the individual dimensions are presented in Figs. 5 and 6. As in Exp. 1, there was a significant main effect of Dimension for both errors, F(5, 15) = 56.59, p < .001, and RTs, F(5, 15) = 29.08, p < .001, however, as in Exp. 1 not much can be concluded from this main effect, as different sets of shapes varied in the degree of physical difference, which was only equated, within set for NAP and MP variations. An interaction of NAP advantage and Dimension was close to significance for errors, F(5, 15) = 2.25, p = .103, but not for RTs, F(5, 15) < 1, suggesting there were not large differences in the magnitudes of the NAP advantage among the dimensions. Note that while most comparisons showed a clear NAP advantage in errors (Fig. 5) , Convergence to Vertex did not reach significance for the rendered version and Cross Section did not reach significance for the silhouetted version of the stimuli; Negative Curvature did not show a NAP advantage in this experiment, possibly due to a considerably larger physical MP difference compared to the NAP difference, as noted earlier. RTs for the individual dimensions often did not reach significance (Fig. 6 ).
Discussion
The greater sensitivity to NAPs
People are more sensitive to NAP shape differences than MP differences of the same (if not slightly greater) physical magnitude, along the same GC dimensions, as measured both by their thresholds in a staircase design as well as their RTs and error rates in a discrimination task.
This result generally held true for all the individual dimensions for at least one of the response measures with the exception of negative curvature. A likely explanation for this exception is that the shape differences for negative curvature, as scaled by the pixel energy and Gabor measures, were much larger for MPs than they were for NAPs, thus countering the potential effect of greater NAP sensitivity.
For all the dimensions studied other than Taper, MP changes in the 2-dimensional image could be the result of rotation of the 3-dimentional object in depth (e.g., a curved edge can vary in degree of curvature as a function of viewpoint) but NAP changes do not (e.g., a straight line in 3D will never appear curved under any viewpoint and a curved line will only project to a straight line in 2D when the viewpoint is exactly on the plane on which the line curves). Formally, parallel edges are not singular with respect to viewpoint independence as the angle of convergence can change continuously with perspective. If the object is small, relative to the distance from the viewer, however, the perspective effects will be negligible (e.g., Jacobs, 2003) . Parallelism, nonetheless, does seem to have a special status for other reasons, e.g., parallel features, even when approximate, like other forms of symmetry, have a low probability of emerging by accident and generally such contours belong to the same object part. The psychological reality of the special status of parallelism is evident in Exps.1 and 2 and in the tendency for human adults to extend a name of a nonsense object with a small degree of taper to objects whose parts are more tapered but are otherwise the same, but not to an object whose parts have parallel sides (Abecassis et al., 2001) . Indeed, as noted previously, there is a strong bias to perceive slightly tapered sides as parallel under rotations in depth (King et al., 1976) .
The experiments clearly demonstrate heighted sensitivity to nonaccidental vs. metric properties, and that such increased sensitivity can facilitate recognition of the same objects at different views. The singular-non-singular description provides one basis for conceptualizing the NAP-MP difference but it is possible that other (perhaps more general) mathematical frameworks might characterize the differences. Feldman (2009) has proposed that properties we refer to as ''singular'' (e.g. a straight line) belong to a subset of images that can be produced by a larger set of stimuli (e.g., stimuli with a curved edge), but have a much greater probability of being produced by a more qualitatively specific set of stimuli (e.g., those with a straight edge). Whether such an account is asserting much more than that the singular properties can be produced by ''accidents'' of viewpoint, as implied by the term Fig. 4 . Mean correct Reaction Times (RTs) and Error Rates in Exp. 2, averaged across the 13 stimuli sets (excluding Cross Section). (All graphs titled ''All Sets'' present results averaged across the 13 sets used in both experiments, which, in order to facilitate comparison between experiments (and in Section 5.2, HMAX predictions), do not include the 9 sets of the Cross Section dimension that were used only in Exp. 2.) Error bars are the standard errors of the means with the between-subjects variance removed. ''nonaccidental,'' remains to be determined. In the main, this approach might be regarded as a generalization of ours to other potential classes of qualitative shape differences, rather than a competing account.
Unlike previous studies comparing psychophysical sensitivity to NAP and MP changes with geons (e.g. Biederman, Yue, & Davidoff, 2009) we took care to always compare NAP & MP changes along the same GC dimension (e.g., main axis curvature, taper). Would it be possible to create an MP change that would be more discriminable than a NAP change of equal physical magnitude? If we consider only MP changes along simple GC dimensions, as were manipulated in the present investigation, then the likelihood would appear to be low.
Does HMAX predict the greater sensitivity to NAPs over MPs?
A measure of later stage ventral processing is layer C2 of HMAX, a widely cited model of the ventral pathway (Serre, Oliva, & Poggio, 2007) . [A MATLAB implementation by Mutch and Lowe (2008) can be downloaded at http://www.mit.edu/~jmutch/fhlib/ (v8).] To assess whether the model predicts the NAP advantage, the model was trained on images of geons rotated in depth. The training stimuli were rendered with the same parameters as the stimuli used in the experiment (but were not included in the experiment or in the dissimilarity analysis) with six exemplars or views for each of 15 geons. Highly similar results were obtained when we trained HMAX on a larger set of both rendered and silhouette geons rotated in depth, as well as the Caltech 101 database, with 30 exemplar photos of each of 101 object categories (http://www. vision.caltech.edu/Image_Datasets/Caltech101/). Specifically, for all those training sets, for every dimension, MPs were calculated by HMAX C2 stage to be more dissimilar to the base stimuli, on average, than NAPs, implying that MP differences should have been more readily discriminated than NAP differences. The similarity results for HMAX C2 are shown in Figs. 7 and 8. Fig. 7 shows these similarities as one minus normalized Euclidean distance values averaged for the 13 sets, excluding Cross Section. Fig. 8 shows similarity for the individual dimensions. Since HMAX is argued to be a model of biological object recognition, these results can be regarded as predictions by the model of human sensitivity to those shape differences: the higher the similarity the harder the discrimination and the higher the reaction times, error rates and stimuli presentation time (Threshold) required to make the discrimination. The measures indicate that the NAP similarities were slightly greater than the MP similarities implying that NAP differences should have been more difficult to discriminate than MP differences, a calculation opposite to what we observed empirically.
Thus, HMAX, a model designed to emulate the cortical ventral stream, fails to exhibit greater ''sensitivity'' to nonaccidental properties. The dissimilarity of C2 layer responses to shapes differing in MPs was greater than that for shapes differing in NAPs. The disagreement between model prediction and human psychophysics suggests a serious shortcoming of HMAX as a model of biological vision given the importance of NAPs for facile recognition of objects at novel orientations. Although humans were able to overcome the slightly greater physical MP dissimilarity in showing a NAP advantage, HMAX did not. A related result was reported in Yue et al. (2012) in which a small curved edge segment near a vertex that is very salient for humans was not salient in HMAX layer C2.
While the physical differences were equated within a set, they varied between sets. Pixel, Gabor and HMAX C2 between-set differences account for some of the between-set human sensitivity differences, as demonstrated for the case of threshold measures from Exp. 1 (Fig. 9) .
How (or if) HMAX (or its training regimen) can be modified so that it manifests a NAP advantage remains to be determined. . One minus the Normalized Euclidean dissimilarity (= similarity) based on HMAX layer C2 for the NAP and MP shapes compared to the basic shape, for the 3D rendered shapes and their 2D silhouettes. The graph shows the average similarity of the 13 sets used in both experiments (excluding the nine sets of cross section change).
Conclusion
Shape recognition reveals far greater sensitivity to NAPs than MPs, along the same GC dimensions, which allows for a representation of shape robust to view changes. This is reflected in human discrimination performance, as witnessed in match-to-sample experiments, recognition of objects rotated in depth, and in the features spontaneously exploited in performing subordinate-level discriminations. HMAX does not express the NAP advantage. For biological or computational models of human shape recognition to be considered complete, they must exhibit the same sensitivity. . Linear fit for MP (red) and NAP (blue) for the relationship between image dissimilarity and threshold values for the 12 different stimulus sets. Each point corresponds to a pair of stimuli from one of the sets, one of which is always the base object and the other is either its corresponding NAP (blue dots) or MP (red dots) variation. The normalized dissimilarity metrics used, from top to bottom, are pixel energy, Gabor jet, and HMAX C2. None of them account for the advantage of NAP over MP differences. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
